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It was a very animated summer, with John Dickson, Nancy Paterson

and Barry Prophet working intensely to complete their provocative

projects. Each approach was unique, drawing inspiration from

natural phenomena; all three artists infused their sites with impos-

ing evidence of human activity. 

These pieces are visually curious. They resonate as metaphors

of the artists’ interpretations of the natural realm. People have a

fascination with the natural world; is this a primal “connection” or

just a personal passion?

The remarkable response from all these artists was to inter-

face with what is already here and has been for eons. In a way, the

artists became a tool of nature with their voice, their art.

The human perspective of “nature” is often divided. We view

ourselves either as something separate to nature, as if nature is

something we ought to dominate, or as searching for a sort of

sacred balance. Each piece seems to show a different conception

of the human role within our natural environment, and poses the

question “To what degree should we change our environment for

our own gain?” 

John Dickson’s site-work, Lodge, implies a defiant yet con-

nected view of the human role in nature. It seems to show that we

are in a constant struggle with our domineering nature and our
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desire to reach an equilibrium with our surrounding environment.

The piece’s mostly natural components create a soft dichotomy

between the fact that it is man-made and alien to the environment

itself.

Nancy Paterson’s Not Waving But Drowning is an impassioned

representation of the cycle of life. Her sculpture seems to arise

from the earth itself, only to appear to sink back away into the

ground that birthed it. The regimented hands that flourish from

the piece add a stark, cold contrast to the diverse, living environ-

ment surrounding it.

Barry Prophet’s A Gathering of Quivers has a deeply intuitive

connection with both ourselves and nature. The spiral construc-

tion makes us consider our own origins: our genetic code, wrought

into spirals within our cells. The work reflects the surfaces and

contours of the sites he cultivates. His use of bamboo and copper

inspire a visceral response: Both materials are alien to the site, yet

seem quite natural due to their unrefined and archaic nature.

Most of all, it is a strange juxtaposition of an “instrument,” played

not by man but by nature itself.

I would like to thank the artists, including performance artist

Janice Pomer, for directing our attention to the textures and

sounds of the natural spaces we occupy. Tila Kellman has written

a powerful commentary that constructs a bridge to the revelation

of the dynamic of nature and culture through art. Thank you to

Anne O’Callaghan for your resilience, encouragement and empa-

thy since the beginning. Our heartfelt gratitude to all those who

made this possible: Mentor College, J. Lynn Campbell and Roger

Henriques; The Tree Museum has continued because of your gen-

erous support. We hope to enjoy your company in the years to

come!

E.J. LIGHTMAN

FEBRUARY, 2006
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In the lush days of June, while rambling through the young woods

and granite balds that mould The Tree Museum, I was struck by the

“nested” quality, or good fit, between many of the installations and

their surroundings of the Canadian Shield and abandoned farm-

land. Others are intrusive, whether by design or misconception. 

The three installations constructed in 2005 by artists John

Dickson, Barry Prophet and Nancy Paterson range from one end of

this continuum to the other. Dickson’s Lodge is so well integrated

with its site that it virtually disappears. Barry Prophet’s whimsical 

A Gathering of Quivers is poignant, but remains ambiguously unfa-

miliar to both site and audience, while Nancy Paterson’s Not Waving

But Drowning provokes a shock of estrangement: What are these

things doing here? 

What these three quite different installations have in common

is that they problematize the human relationship to nature. Is nature

irrevocably remote from us, always resistant to human proposals

and desires no matter how benign? Since my self-recognition is

built partly on my personal relationship with nature, these instal-

lations are potentially involved with my identity. They deserve a 

critical willingness to open my self to reconsideration. Turning this

around, could we ask whether our North American description of

nature needs revising? 
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For Lodge, Dickson constructed two cairns and a simulated

beaver’s lodge to draw attention to the natural drama found at the

crest of the granite bald. Open to the sky and fringed with young

trees, the site effectively discloses the fundamental connection

between some of the oldest rock on earth and the rest of the cos-

mos. The sky, the heat-formed rocks, the little watercourse into the

lodge, the soil and the trees as mediators between the elements

around the edge of the bald fulfill our Western culture’s cosmic

convention of air, fire, earth and water. The cosmos is complete

and legible, right here. 

Dickson’s cairns are made of the most recent and the oldest

materials available: flimsy leaf litter and tough Pre-Cambrian gran-

ite. The rocks have been around since long before humanity, while

some of the litter might date from last summer. He dug these mate-

rials from below the lodge and from scattered pockets on the rock,

so this work can be seen as unfolding itself, aided only by Dickson’s

slight intervention. The lodge is an integrator, bringing together a

great pile of wood obtained from the surrounding trees, and facili-

tating the transition from ancient granite to young, leafy forest. 

My companions and I had to duck low to enter the lodge; no

conquering heroes can enter here. A tiny watercourse flowed down

a stone step to a small pool inside the lodge, while a rim of rocks

Nature itself is problematic. The Oxford Concise Dictionary1

draws a line between nature and humanity by defining nature as

“the phenomena of the physical world collectively, including plants,

animals, and the landscape, as opposed to humans or human 

creations.” It goes on to define being in a state of nature as not only

“uncivilized or uncultivated,” but “in a morally unregenerate condi-

tion, unredeemed by divine grace.” Defining nature as everything

not human or made by humans leaves being human unsullied.

Humanity and nature become the two sides of a self-defining 

binary constructed by humanity: culture/nature. A little thought

will show how arbitrary articulating these two terms can be.

Human being is split off from its body and from the body’s contri-

butions to thought and imagination. There is a power relationship

here: The human, disembodied side is good and decontaminated,

while the nature side is faulty and degenerate. 

All these definitions are couched in essentialist terms: terms of

being, not having or doing. Essentialist terms justify acts of exclusion

and decontamination, so they have political importance. As an

example, consider the claims for nationhood in the Balkans, and by

Québécois or the Mohawks. My cultural inheritance gives me permis-

sion to understand nature as something without value in its unim-

proved state, so that it is available for my dominance and utilization.
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LODGE (2005)

WOOD, ROPE, MOSS, LEAVES. 

APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS: 30 FT. (L) X 40 FT. (W)  X 14 FT. (H). 

ABOVE RIGHT: DETAIL OF INTERIOR STRUCTURE.

JOHN DICKSON



mind: “Man proposes, nature disposes.” In Nicholas Poussin’s 

celebrated painting Et in Arcadia ego (1637-38), death as (nature

disposing) has its place even in this most idyllic landscape. In fact,

it is death that makes dreaming about Arcadia possible: You can’t

have the idealizing desire for one without the searing pain of the

other. As for proposals made by nature, such as tornadoes and

earthquakes, “she” must dispose of “her” own, too, by letting them

play out. In the end, nature appears to be neutral, not mother or

womb, nor death-dealing cosmic force, nor bag of resources avail-

able at little cost. 

Walking once more across this ancient rock surrounded by

young delicate trees, I could see that this site resists human interven-

tion. The site provides its own materials, and points to the distribu-

tion of its elements. We read the signs; nature is not a blank sheet.

However, bringing the elements of the cosmic convention to Earth

at a site designated and slightly modified by human beings places

each of us in the text as subject matter and reader. Dickson does not

ask that the site be transformed or invaded to a large extent. Instead,

Lodge and its elements ask us to see a nature, even to risk contami-

nation and become part nature, to bring us back to Earth.

We walked down towards the lake bordering The Tree Museum,

passing through a sea of goldenrod and asters where Lois Andison

supplied natural seats. My friends were immediately enthusiastic

about experiencing an intimacy with nature as we sat on the rocks

under a beautiful roof made of branches. I could not believe how

these female contemporary artists were succumbing to a Romantic

idyll of Mother Nature. These women seemed to feel that the lodge

was like a cloak that they could pull intimately around themselves,

almost making it part of their bodies. From a language-based per-

spective, they could be understood as blanketing an unknown envi-

ronment with familiar words, again as a form of self-protection.

They were arguably identifying in a feminist way — from the body

and from language — with the lodge as protection and shelter. 

However, I remain unconvinced. The lodge was cold, damp,

muddy and dark, not the least bit welcoming. Rather than drawing

me close with a promise of beauty and intimacy, this great pile of

wood remained resistant to processes of identification or interpre-

tation. Rebuffed from an easy comprehension, I came to feel that

the site was being held forth for scrutiny and renaming. Given that

attitudes always accompany naming, it followed that my personal

relationship to nature and my self were going to be challenged.

Emerging from the lodge, my attention traveled in a straight

line to the stone cairn that is perfectly centred on a dead tree

among a fringe of feathery white pines. Instantly a saying came to
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Muybridge’s pioneering stop-action photographs from the late

1800s. So we are accustomed to reading this format as motion,

even if the object in each photo looks static. Muybridge wanted to

study the gaits of humans and animals, the truth about the moving

body not visible to the naked eye. However, photography was also

used by workplace management to improve workers’ productivity

through time-motion studies. In too many such analytical studies,

we find the machine’s promise of less hard and demeaning work

diverted to converting our bodies into something that would fit the

machines of the industrial age, rather than the other way around.

Clearly, culture maintains a punitive, excluding power on the left

side of the culture/nature divide, which it can keep because it is a

cultural production. 

Do the hands say “hello” or wave “goodbye”? The conflicting

meanings disclose a fundamental crack at the base of Western 

culture regarding how it constructs meaning. Is “hello” really the

opposite of “goodbye,” or does “hello” have “goodbye” already

folded into it? Paterson has devoted some of her practice to analyz-

ing the culture/nature binary.2 She contends that there is nothing

natural about this binary; it is purely a means of ejecting nature 

or its derivatives so that they lie on the “naturalizing” side of any

binary. However, since it is easy enough to see the possible confu-

and Simone Jones’ wooden cylinders paddle in circles (Tidal Pool:

Ode to Tom Thomson, 2001). Near the foot of the field, rows of

hands rise up, only to disappear. The lack of good fit between

Nancy Paterson’s installation, Not Waving But Drowning, and its sur-

rounding field is acute. The sea of the flowery field is invaded by

pure factory process. As a viewer, I am left uncomfortable with a

creepy feeling and sense of dread. 

The hands are not remarkable for their realism, but for their

precise, shiny, greyish-white replication of one another. Overall,

they look like an industrial mould, perhaps models for women’s

hands. Mounted on three arcs of steel that rise out of the ground,

they gaily leapfrog through the field. Despite its play, Not Waving

But Drowning is menacing. Too abstract for identification, the

hands are only enough like mine to be frightening. They possess an

industrial one-size-fits-all view of our bodies as a resource for the

market. In terms of Paterson’s practice, the body-as-resource turns

Not Waving But Drowning into a metaphor for the negative effects of

globalization.

The conflict between globalization and the perceived potential

of humans as spiritual and improvable has been going on for a long

time. Paterson picks it up in the late 19th century. In Not Waving But

Drowning, the arc of ascent and descent resembles Eadweard
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NOT WAVING BUT DROWNING (2005)

THREE STEEL ARCS, EACH WITH SEVEN PORCELAIN HANDS (7 RIGHT, 7 LEFT, 7 RIGHT), 

EACH ARC WITH HANDS MEASURING 6 FT. (L)  X 4 FT. (H).

APPROXIMATE INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS: 10 FT. (W) X 25 FT. (L).

ABOVE LEFT: DETAIL.

NANCY PATERSON 
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metaphor of the forest as a musical instrument of the universe sings

around you. 

There is a tradition of this approach in both Scandinavian and

Canadian art. Roald Nasgaard’s brilliant exhibition The Mystic North

made it clear that around the beginning of the 20th century, the

Northern Symbolists in Scandinavia were interested in discovering

the same transcendental values in a comparable landscape as the

members of the future Canadian Group of Seven shortly there-

after.3 Nasgaard was able to establish a sufficiently direct connec-

tion between the Canadian group and Northern Symbolist painters

such as Gustaf Fjaestad, Harald Sohlberg and Jens Ferdinand

Willumsen that actual paintings could be identified as possible

inspirations.4

In this intervention by Prophet, a quiver also refers to the

sound or lightly trembling motion that we can hear and see made

by the breeze through the trees. Although the suspended spiraling

rods describe a double helix, they ask me to imagine them also as

giant insects stalking their prey, a temporary pile of sticks, or a 

suspension bridge, among other things. Even the copper quiver

sprawled out flat on the rock does not look static. It resembles the

skeleton of a large flat fish or a never-seen marine flatworm. If you

and I are listening, the breeze across the copper quiver might offer

sion between these two categories, what interests keep the natural-

ized term in its place? 

Paterson’s intervention makes clear that the power relation-

ship between nature and culture is as important as the division of

the field of meaning. She offers advice about the meaning of her

work in the title. The potential for confusion over not waving but

drowning is a warning that none of us can trust the signs. Some-

where in a binary lurks a menace that we don’t want to acknowl-

edge. In this blooming field, the siting of very unlike materials and

processes together can spur each of us into checking our various

orientations. However traditional a suggestion, each of us needs 

to live oriented by the certainty of death, rather than by slippery

binary descriptions.

Barry Prophet will tell anyone who will listen that the world

sings. In trees around the edge and in pockets of a granite bald, 

A Gathering of Quivers brings together this environment — and you

and me — in a way that probably none of us has sensed before.

Quivers can be the container for arrows used by many First Nations

people. In this intervention by Prophet, he suspended two quivers

that are lengths of horizontally mounted bamboo rods (i.e.,

untipped arrows) in trees. He laid a third quiver of copper rods on

the rock in front of the pines supporting the bamboo quivers. The

10
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A GATHERING OF QUIVERS (2005)

ABOVE: HORIZONTAL QUIVER

4 FT X 1/2 IN. BAMBOO RODS 

(APPROXIMATELY 100); JUTE AND STAINLESS

STEEL CABLE. APPROXIMATELY 9 FT. X 4 FT.

BARRY PROPHET 

ABOVE RIGHT: COPPER QUIVER

1/4 IN. COPPER RODS (APPROXIMATELY 100)

VARYING FROM 11 IN. TO 48 IN.; 

JUTE AND STAINLESS STEEL CABLE.

APPROXIMATELY 6 FT. X VARYING LENGTHS.

BELOW RIGHT: VERTICAL QUIVER

4 FT. X 1/2 IN. BAMBOO RODS 

(APPROXIMATELY 100); JUTE, STAINLESS

STEEL CABLE AND RIVER ROCK. 

APPROXIMATELY 9 FT. X 4 FT.



us a gathering of soft sounds and shimmering movements set in

motion. Because the quiver is lying flat on the rock, however, the

wind might need our help. You and I are invited to make the quivers

sound, but each of us has to figure out how.

Prophet added a few more elements to his impromptu orches-

tra. One is a chain of rocks held together by a twine mesh. In the

midst of the delicate quivers, the rocks look brutal, notating an

emphatic rest stop in the Aeolian lyric. The fourth element in 

A Gathering of Quivers is two open, lacy wicker forms built into some

young white pines. The forms look like two whirlwinds advancing

through the trees, but they have left behind a third sphere made

from the entangled branches through which they have passed. Of

all the parts of this gathering, the wicker spheres are the most

anthropomorphic. I feel buoyed up and bowled along through the

pines, but what am I doing tangled up in a tree? Even though 

A Gathering of Quivers is slightly estranged from its surroundings

because the elements look as though they will blow down and 

disappear, the intervention is a true intervention because it pro-

actively mediates between its site and you or me. 

With dancer Janice Pomer, Prophet extended the performative

potential of this group into four dimensions using dance, sound and

time in a performance on site on September 25, 2005. Performative
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TOP RIGHT:  JANICE POMER AND BARRY PROPHET (PERFORMANCE)

BELOW RIGHT:  JANICE POMER (PERFORMANCE)



and promise nothing, only to watch the ghostly potential passing

through the trees. You and I have not loved enough.

Though Western capitalist consumer culture has come to con-

sider nature as “out there” — everything except humanity and its cre-

ations — nature has a way of looping back to our fleshly imagina-

tions and guiding our interpretations. What happens when we lend

our sight to artists for a while? However they try to provide a lens

to see differently, they take a gamble on whether they can seduce us

into opening our inner boundaries. If we love enough, listen closely

and promise to be there, these three practices might promise to

negotiate on behalf of you and me. 

TILA KELLMAN

ANTIGONISH, NOVA SCOTIA / MARCH, 2006

Notes
1. Oxford Concise Dictionary, CD version supplied with WordPerfect Office 11.
2. Cyberfeminism (Paterson, 1996); The Medusa Project (autobiography) (Paterson,

1997); Mediaworks: Nancy Paterson (2001) (Surrey: Surrey Art Gallery, 2001): 
40-41, 59-63. 

3. The Mystic North: Symbolist Landscape Painting in Northern Europe and North America
1890-1940. (Nasgaard, 1984) (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984): 3. 

4. The Group of Seven did not formally organize itself until 1920, although some
members had been working together between 1911 and 1913, before World 
War I. In January 1913, J.E.H. MacDonald and Lawren Harris visited a Northern
Symbolist exhibition at the Albright Art Gallery (Buffalo, New York, 1913).

means a communicative action that changes the relationship

between speaker-artists and their audience members. Pomer and

Prophet performed only once, which suggests that A Gathering of

Quivers has “finished” its communicative potential. But surely this

gathering contains further potential with different collaborators.

To each participant, Quivers apparently makes a promise, and so do

you. Promising requires your full anticipation of something like a

whisper in your ear. If you and I are ready for it, Quivers will reveal the

truth about the wind and its music touching down on this granite

bald. “Listen! Be there for me!” the air whispers. Folded up into the

anticipation of this command is the plea to love me, the interlocutor.

Each of us promises to be here, no matter what intervenes. I

might be far away and leading a very different life by then, but I

promise anyway, out of love, and so do you. Everything might work

out because it might be possible to hear these commands and pleas

when away from these sites. Holding up our ends of the promise

means that each of us must be open to scrutinizing whom we rec-

ognize our individual selves to be. I have to face that question: Who

am I, notwithstanding my failures and infidelities, that I promise

you? Given consequences, I might be either frightened or bold enough

to lie to you. However, lying is not the opposite of promising, but

already inhabits promising. In the end, you or I might back away
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BARRY PROPHET is a composer, percussionist and sculptor whose music

has been heard in galleries and theatres in Canada, the United States and

Europe. Creating unique sounds since 1979, Prophet’s percussion perform-

ance sculptures and micro-tonally tuned-glass lithophones have been fea-

tured on numerous recordings including his compact disc, Crystal Bones. His

work has been presented in the Art Gallery of Windsor, Bloomsburg Theatre

USA, Art Gallery of Algoma, Sault Ste. Marie, Thunder Bay Art Gallery,

McMichael Canadian Art Collection, Pekao Gallery, Canadian Sculpture

Centre and Sound Travels (New Adventures in Sound Art). Prophet is the

founder of the Music Gallery Institute and is an educator of percussion and

electro-acoustic music. He continues to explore ways of combining image

and texture in sound art, and music, rhythm and pattern in sculpture.

JANICE POMER has been teaching and performing in the fields of dance,

music and theatre since 1976, and has worked with partner Barry Prophet

since 1983 creating multidisciplinary performances incorporating music,

sculpture and dance. As an arts educator, Pomer designs and implements

dramatic movement and dance workshops for elementary, secondary and

post-secondary schools across Canada, and has led movement programs

for professional dancers and theatre companies in Canada and the United

States. Her book Perpetual Motion, Creative Movement Exercises for Dance &

Dramatic Arts, was published by Human Kinetics USA in 2001 and is used

JOHN DICKSON currently lives and works in Toronto. He received an MFA

from York University in 1989. Since graduating, Dickson ‘s kinetic sculpture

and installations have explored humanity’s tenuous relationship with the

natural world. A founding member of the Toronto collective Nether Mind,

he has shown in all four of its exhibitions (1991–1995). He is particularly

interested in exhibiting work outside galleries, which has led to involvement

with collective projects such as Nether Mind, Persona Volare and alternative

venues like The Tree Museum. Past shows also include solo exhibitions at

Mercer Union, and the Koffler, Robert Birch and Garnet Press galleries in

Toronto; Plug In Inc. in Winnipeg and Optica in Montreal. He has shown

internationally in the Czech Republic, Copenhagen, Denmark, and Paris,

France.

NANCY PATERSON is a Toronto-based electronic media artist working pri-

marily in the field of interactive installations. Recent projects include video

installations, immersive environments, three-dimensional projects and

Internet-interactive mediaworks. These mediaworks have been exhibited at

New Media conferences including SIGGRAPH, ISEA and Ars Electronica,

and at galleries in Paris, Lisbon, Mexico City and Sydney. Paterson is an

Instructor at the Ontario College of Art and Design.
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(1994). She also co-curated Myths from Cyberspace (1996/97) with Carolyn

Bell Farrell, a two-part exhibition at The Koffler Gallery in Toronto. Recent

exhibitions include Exchange – Changing the Landscape, a site-specific 

installation at The Tree Museum, Gravenhurst (2004); mixed media works

Natural Icons at the Tusk Gallery, Toronto (2001); and The Tree Museum

Collective: An Alternative Site, York Quay Gallery at Harbourfront Centre

Toronto (2002).

by dance and drama educators in America, Australia, Britain, Canada and

New Zealand. 

TILA KELLMAN teaches at St. Francis Xavier University in Antigonish, N.S.

She is the author of Figuring Redemption: Resighting My Self in the Art of

Michael Snow (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2002) and is active

as a critic and curator. Interested in spectatorship, she researches contem-

porary interpretation and readership theory as it intersects the problem of

the self. Kellman grew up and was educated in Berkeley, California. In 1972

she received an MA in biogeography, studying regeneration in old-growth

forests in coastal British Columbia. After moving to Ontario in 1976, she

became a professional potter and earned an MA in art history at York

University. After completing a PhD in social and political thought, she pub-

lished her book interpreting Michael Snow’s practice as the question of the

viewer’s self-recognition.

E.J. LIGHTMAN is an artist based in Toronto. She is a founding member of

The Tree Museum in Gravenhurst, Ont. (1997), and co-curator and organ-

izer of its site-specific outdoor installations. Lightman has exhibited in

Canada, the United States, Europe, Central and South America and Mexico.

Lightman was active as a member of WorkScene Gallery in Toronto from its

inception in 1989, curating several group shows including Art & Technology
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JOHN DICKSON

LODGE (2005) WINTER
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